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Abstract & Context Tree orientation is controlled by asymmetric mechanical stresses set during wood maturation. The magnitude of maturation stress differs between longitudinal and tangential directions, and between normal and tension woods. & Aims We aimed at evaluating patterns of maturation stress on eucalypt plantation trees and their relation with growth, with a focus on tangential stress evaluation. & Methods Released maturation strains along longitudinal and tangential directions were measured around the circumference of 29 Eucalyptus nitens trees, including both straight and leaning trees. & Results Most trees produced asymmetric patterns of longitudinal maturation strain, but more than half of the maturation strain variability occurred between trees. Many trees produced high longitudinal tensile stress all around their circumference. High longitudinal tensile stress was not systematically associated with the presence of gelatinous layer. The average magnitude of released longitudinal maturation strain was found negatively Handling Editor: Jean-Michel Leban Contribution of the co-authors: BCl: co-writing of the project, experiment design, field experiments, data analysis and paper writing; JA: initiator of the collaboration, co-writing of the project, field experiments and paper reviewing; AG: field experiments; JE: field experiments; BCh: anatomical preparations and observations; TA: experiment design, data analysis, statistical analysis and paper writing B. Clair : A. Gronvold : B. Chanson : T. Alméras Laboratoire de Mécanique et Génie Civil (LMGC), CNRS, Université Montpellier 2, cc 048, Place E. Bataillon, 34095 Montpellier, France B. Clair (*) CNRS, UMR Ecologie des Forêts de Guyane (EcoFoG), Campus Agronomique, BP 701, 97387 Kourou, French Guiana e-mail: [email protected] J. Alteyrac : J. Espejo Facultad de Ciencias Forestales, Universidad de Concepcion, Victoria 631, Ciudad Universitaria, Concepcion, Chile



correlated to the growth rate. A methodology is proposed to ensure reliable evaluation of released maturation strain in both longitudinal and tangential directions. Tangential strain evaluated with this method was lower than previously reported. & Conclusion The stress was always tensile along the longitudinal direction and compressive along the tangential direction, and their respective magnitude was positively correlated. This correlation does not result from a Poisson effect but may be related to the mechanism of maturation stress generation. Keywords Longitudinal maturation stress . Tangential maturation stress . Maturation strain . Tension wood . G-layer . Eucalyptus nitens



1 Introduction 1.1 Origin and biological function of maturation stress in wood After the cells division in the cambium and their differentiation, the maturation of the newly formed wood cells induces their tendency to shrink longitudinally and swell transversally (Fig. 1a) (Archer 1987). These strains being mostly impeded by their adherence to the older rigid cells, the cell maturation process results in a mechanical state of longitudinal tensile stress and tangential compressive stress in mature wood at tree periphery (Fig. 1b). From a mechanical viewpoint, these maturation stresses are “pre-stresses”, i.e. stresses that occur during the formation of the material, prior to any external loading. Pre-stresses are beneficial for the living tree, since they optimise the behaviour of wood in response to external loading. As a honeycomb cellular material, wood has a high-tensile strength along the fibre direction but is comparatively weak in compression. Thus, if wood is subjected to local axial compression, as occurs in the inner side of a bent stem, axial buckling can be avoided by tensile pre-stresses (Bonser and
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Realistic view of the maturation of a cell stuck to older rigid cells T
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Schematics of strains occurring after L or T unidirectional or LT bidirectional stress releases
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Fig. 1 Principle of the maturation stress generation and associated strains and stress in tangential (T) and longitudinal (L) directions. Green cell, cell before maturation. a Red cell, theoretical view of the same cell after maturation if it was isolated from other cells. b Blue cell, realistic view of the cell after maturation considering that it sticks to older rigid cells. Green arrows represent maturation stress in the newly maturated cell, and growth stress increments that happen in the older cells in response to the maturation stress. Convergent arrows figure a state of compression, divergent arrows a state of tension. c Schematics of strains occurring after T or L unidirectional or LT bidirectional release of maturation stress induced by making grooves in the wood. The dashed blue rectangle represents the dimension of the measurement area at initial state, and the solid red rectangle its dimension after stress release. Strains are figured with blue arrows (their magnitude is amplified for the purpose of representation)
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Ennos 1998). Similarly, in the tangential direction, wood can withstand compression without major damage by bending its cell walls, whereas in tension, rupture and crack propagation can easily occur. Tangential compressive pre-stress helps in preventing this situation. These maturation stresses are also useful to trees for their postural control (Moulia et al. 2006). Trees are able to control the level of maturation stress in the produced wood and to generate asymmetrical axial stress around the stem circumference. This asymmetry generates a bending moment, allowing movement of the stem towards verticality or any preferred direction, or just to maintain a defined angle by compensating for the effect of the increasing self-weight (Alméras and
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Fournier 2009). To achieve a high asymmetry, angiosperms produce very high level of tensile longitudinal stress in the inner side of the axis to be bent, through the production of a dedicated wood called tension wood. In tension wood, stresses can be more than five times higher than in normal wood. Tension wood is characterised by chemical and ultrastructural changes such as lower lignin content, more crystalline cellulose and a lower microfibril angle than in normal wood (Onaka 1949). In some species, a specific unlignified cell wall layer is formed, named gelatinous layer (G-layer). This layer is characteristic of tension wood in most temperate species. However, many species, especially in the tropical area, where most diversity can be found, have tension wood
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without G-layer (Clair et al. 2006b; Onaka 1949; Yoshida et al. 2002). Although this criterion is generally common to an entire genus, Eucalyptus has some species where tension wood with G-layer has been detected (e.g. Eucalyptus nitens), and many species producing tension wood have a lignified layer instead of the characteristic G-layer (Baillères et al. 1995; Scurfield 1972). 1.2 Technological consequences of maturation stress The production of maturation stress in the newly formed wood layers is always balanced by a change in the state of stress in inner layers (Fig. 1b). Tensile longitudinal stress at the periphery induces longitudinal compression in the core of the trunk. In turn, compressive tangential stress at the periphery induces tensile tangential stress in the core of the trunk, and tensile radial stress in the whole trunk. The accumulation of these stresses during the whole tree life results in a complex stress field in the trunk, called “growth stresses” (Archer 1986; Boyd 1950a; Kubler 1987), leading to technological problems such as logend splits and heart checks during tree felling, brittle heart, and deformations of planks during sawing (Boyd 1950b; Biechele et al. 2009; Yang and Waugh 2001; Nicholson 1973). Figure 2 illustrates the log-end cracks observed few minutes after felling the tree in the eucalypts studied in the present article. These cracks are due to the combined effect of radial gradient in longitudinal growth stress and radial tensile growth stresses (Kubler 1987; Jullien et al. 2003) and clearly reduces the commercial value of logs. This problem is particularly important in eucalypt trees that generally have very high levels of maturation stress (Baillères et al. 1995; Biechele et al. 2009; Giordano et al. 1969; Jacobs 1938; Ferrand 1982c; Nicholson 1973). As the magnitude of the growth stress field primarily depends on the magnitude of maturation stress, it is important to be able to
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characterise this maturation stress on the standing trees in order to predict or avoid the occurrence of such problems. 1.3 Evaluation of longitudinal maturation stress: existing methods Maturation stress at the periphery of a standing tree can be evaluated by measuring the strain generated by the release of the stress. As described in earlier reviews (Archer 1986; Kubler 1987; Yang and Waugh 2001), three main methods have been used for that. The oldest methods consist in taking a piece of wood out of the trunk or log and measuring its change in dimension (Boyd 1950a; Ferrand 1982a, 1982c; Giordano et al. 1969; Jacobs 1938, 1945; Nicholson 1971; Nicholson 1973). More recent methods are both less invasive and more precise and consist in applying the stress release and strain measurement locally on the standing tree. The stress can be released by creating a free surface, either by drilling a hole or by locally sawing the wood (Fig. 1b). In the so-called “singlehole method”, developed by CIRAD (Gerard et al. 1995), the displacement of two nails below and above the hole is measured, and this displacement is called growth stress indicator (GSI). This measurement (Alméras et al. 2005; Clair et al. 2003; Fournier et al. 1994; Gerard et al. 1995; Baillères et al. 1995; Biechele et al. 2009; Jullien et al. 2013), expressed in micrometres, is not directly indicating a strain but is proportional to it, with a conversion factor between 9 and 13 μstrain/ μm (Fournier et al. 1994). Finally, the most popular method in recent studies consist in sawing the wood above and below an area where the strain is measured, either with a displacement transducer (Clair et al. 2006b; Fournier et al. 1994) or with a strain gauge (Alméras et al. 2005; Fang et al. 2008; Okuyama et al. 1981; Sasaki et al. 1978; Yoshida et al. 2002; Yamamoto et al. 2005). Metrological analyses of this methods can be found in Yoshida and Okuyama (2002) and Jullien and Gril (2008). 1.4 Evaluation of tangential maturation stress: existing methods and theoretical considerations



Fig. 2 Example of a butt log cross-section picture showing strain gauge locations (numbered 1–5), and cracks in the centre of the log observed few minutes after felling the tree



Most maturation stress studies concentrated on the measurement of released longitudinal maturation strains (RLMS) to evaluate maturation stress in the fibre direction because maturation stress has the highest magnitude in this direction and is directly involved in major biological functions of wood such as gravitropism (Coutand et al. 2007; Yamamoto et al. 2002) and resistance to bending loads (Bonser and Ennos 1998). Several studies also attempted to evaluate tangential stress through the released tangential maturation strains (RTMS), but this was always done in combination with longitudinal stress, by releasing the stress in both directions (Boyd 1950a; Jacobs 1945; Kubler 1959; Okuyama et al. 1981; Okuyama et al. 1994; Sasaki et al. 1978; Ferrand 1982b, 1982c). This “bidirectional”
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stress release has strong consequences on the recorded strain values and their relationship with in situ stress because of the mechanical coupling between the two directions, called the Poisson's effect. This can be clarified by considering the case of a peripheral piece of wood in the standing tree that is put in a state of longitudinal tension (σL >0) and tangential compression (σT 
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